RX 350
270-hp, 3.5-liter V6; dual Variable Valve Timing with intelligence (VVT-i), and a six-speed Electronically Controlled Transmission with intelligence (ECT-i). Available with full-time all-wheel drive.

RX 350 F SPORT
Boasting performance enhancements like an eight-speed Electronically Controlled Transmission with intelligence (ECT-i) and paddle shifters, standard all-wheel drive and a precision-tuned suspension system.

RX 450h
An Atkinson-cycle 3.5-liter V6, Lexus Hybrid Drive and an Electronically Controlled Continuously Variable Transmission with intelligence (ECVT-i). Class-leading 30-mpg EPA-estimated combined rating, 295 total system horsepower. Available with all-wheel drive.

ROUTINELY UNROUTINE.
NEVER LOSE YOUR EDGE.
THE EXCEPTIONALLY VERSATILE 2015 RX LINE.
The driver-inspired design features steering-wheel-mounted controls, an available Remote Touch® device and an elevated display screen for more convenient viewing. And with luxurious seating for five, split rear seats that fold effortlessly and vast cargo space, your RX is ready for almost anyone and anything.
The exhilaration offered by its 295 total system horsepower* Lexus Hybrid Drive system is only one way the RX Hybrid gives drivers more than they’d ever expect. Boasting a class-leading 30-mpg EPA-estimated combined rating,* it offers innovative features like regenerative braking so you enjoy the convenience of a gas vehicle and the efficiency of a hybrid. As the first hybrid vehicle to feature Intelligent Shift Control, it can also estimate whether you are traveling uphill or downhill and automatically select the correct gear ratio to help provide optimal response.

RX HYBRID

IT RECHARGES ITS DRIVER, AS WELL AS ITSELF.
Inside, a dual-zone climate-control system and available heated and ventilated front seats offer comfort on your terms. Want even more control? Use Siri® Eyes Free® to access e-mails, retrieve text messages and more.
Get even more edge with the RX F SPORT. In addition to exclusive bold styling inside and out, the RX F SPORT offers the invigoration of enhanced performance features: 19-inch alloy wheels, Standard All-Weather Drive, a sport-tuned suspension and an eight-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters.
ATTENTION TO DETAIL TO HELP KEEP YOUR ATTENTION ON THE ROAD.

HEADS-UP DISPLAY
The available Heads-up Display can project simple directions, audio information and vehicle speed onto the windshield in front of you to help you stay focused on the road ahead.

LEXUS MEMORY SYSTEM
At the push of a button, the available Lexus Memory System automatically adjusts the power driver’s seat (except lumbar), the outside mirrors and the steering wheel to your personal settings.

STEERING-WHEEL CONTROLS
Audio, phone and display controls are mounted on the steering wheel for easy access.

ELEVATED DISPLAY
The display screen is designed to sit high and deep into the dashboard for convenient viewing.

REMOTE TOUCH
The available Remote Touch device sits where your hand naturally rests and operates just like a computer mouse.

Options shown.
EIGHT MORE WAYS TO ELEVATE THE EVERYDAY.

ENFORM WITH APP SUITE

With an elevated display for easy viewing, available Lexus Enform® and Safety Connect® offer the convenience of live, 24-hour navigation assistance and the peace of mind knowing emergency services can be requested at the press of a button. And with the App Suite, making dinner reservations, ordering movie tickets and personalizing your iHeartRadio channels have never been easier.

PERSONALIZED SEATING

The standard power adjustable front seats allow you to personalize your level of luxury with ease. For optimal comfort, the driver’s seat can be adjusted in 10 different ways. And front-seat passengers can ride in comfort, too, thanks to the 8-way power-adjustable seat. The available front-seat power cushion extends make long drives far more enjoyable.

AUDIO EXPERIENCE

The placement and angle of every speaker was essential in the development of the Lexus Premium Sound System in the RX. The result is a system that immerses the driver and passengers in remarkably vivid sound. In addition, the available 330-watt, 15-speaker Mark Levinson® Premium Surround Sound Audio System® features 7.1-channel architecture, enveloping the entire cabin in three-dimensional sound.

POWER REAR DOOR

The power rear door of the RX offers remote keyless access to the cargo area. The rear door can be raised and lowered from inside the vehicle by using a switch or remotely with the SmartAccess® fob. Loading cargo from skis to surfboards, has never been more convenient.

REAR-SEAT ENTERTAINMENT

The available dual-screen Rear Seat Entertainment System (RSES)® allows the left and right rear-seat passengers to enjoy separate entertainment. With 70-inch LCD screens located behind the driver’s and front passenger’s headrests, the system features a pair of wireless headphones® and can be used as a DVD player, audio player or game console via audio and video input jacks.

PASSIVE SAFETY

While an ordinary crash test dummy can provide 119 data points, Lexus goes beyond that by using digital models comprising millions. The results of this innovative approach to safety are active front headrests® that are designed to help decrease the severity of whiplash-type injuries under certain conditions, as well as a class-leading® 10 standard airbags®.

PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM

To help prepare for, and if possible avoid, potential collisions, an available Pre-Collision System® is designed to help watch the road ahead for obstacles and can warn you of their presence with audible alerts and visible indications. It can even begin braking automatically to help reduce impact energy.

BLIND SPOT MONITOR AND BACKUP CAMERA

Visionary technologies constantly monitor your RX and the road around you. To help you change lanes with confidence, an available Blind Spot Monitor® is designed to alert you if it detects vehicles in adjacent lanes. And, to assist with tasks like parking, a backup camera® displays a high-resolution view of what the camera sees behind you whenever the RX is in reverse.

PERSONALIZED SEATING

The standard power adjustable front seats allow you to personalize your level of luxury with ease. For optimal comfort, the driver’s seat can be adjusted in 10 different ways. And front-seat passengers can ride in comfort, too, thanks to the 8-way power-adjustable seat. The available front-seat power cushion extends make long drives far more enjoyable.

AUDIO EXPERIENCE

The placement and angle of every speaker was essential in the development of the Lexus Premium Sound System in the RX. The result is a system that immerses the driver and passengers in remarkably vivid sound. In addition, the available 330-watt, 15-speaker Mark Levinson® Premium Surround Sound Audio System® features 7.1-channel architecture, enveloping the entire cabin in three-dimensional sound.

POWER REAR DOOR

The power rear door of the RX offers remote keyless access to the cargo area. The rear door can be raised and lowered from inside the vehicle by using a switch or remotely with the SmartAccess® fob. Loading cargo from skis to surfboards, has never been more convenient.

REAR-SEAT ENTERTAINMENT

The available dual-screen Rear Seat Entertainment System (RSES)® allows the left and right rear-seat passengers to enjoy separate entertainment. With 70-inch LCD screens located behind the driver’s and front passenger’s headrests, the system features a pair of wireless headphones® and can be used as a DVD player, audio player or game console via audio and video input jacks.

PASSIVE SAFETY

While an ordinary crash test dummy can provide 119 data points, Lexus goes beyond that by using digital models comprising millions. The results of this innovative approach to safety are active front headrests® that are designed to help decrease the severity of whiplash-type injuries under certain conditions, as well as a class-leading® 10 standard airbags®.

PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM

To help prepare for, and if possible avoid, potential collisions, an available Pre-Collision System® is designed to help watch the road ahead for obstacles and can warn you of their presence with audible alerts and visible indications. It can even begin braking automatically to help reduce impact energy.

BLIND SPOT MONITOR AND BACKUP CAMERA

Visionary technologies constantly monitor your RX and the road around you. To help you change lanes with confidence, an available Blind Spot Monitor® is designed to alert you if it detects vehicles in adjacent lanes. And, to assist with tasks like parking, a backup camera® displays a high-resolution view of what the camera sees behind you whenever the RX is in reverse.
INVIGORATING HANDLING

With its low powertrain, fully independent MacPherson strut front suspension, and completely unique double-wishbone rear suspension, the RX combines the versatility of an SUV with the ride of a luxury sedan. The rear suspension not only helps to enhance handling and grip, it is also designed to take up minimal cargo area, further freeing up floor space.
A. RX shown in available Black leather interior trim.

B. RX shown in available Light Gray leather interior trim.

C. Versatile cargo area.

D. RX shown in available Light Gray leather interior trim.

E. Available Mark Levinson Premium Surround Sound Audio System®.

F. Available Remote Touch controller.

G. Available carpet cargo mat. For complete list of Genuine Lexus Accessories, visit lexus.com/RX/accessories.


I. Steering-wheel-mounted controls.

J. RX F SPORT steering wheel and aluminum pedals.

K. RX F SPORT Cabernet leather interior trim.

L. USB iPhone® connectivity.
IT KNOWS WHERE YOU’RE GOING BEFORE YOU DO.

With the uncanny ability to predict and help maintain your intended path, the Active Torque Control All-Weather Drive system is available on the RX and comes standard on the RX F SPORT.
KEY STANDARD FEATURES


For complete list, visit lexus.com/RX/features

PACKAGES

NAVIGATION PACKAGE


REAR-SEAT ENTERTAINMENT/NAVIGATION SYSTEM PACKAGE

Includes Navigation Package + High-resolution LED dual-screen DVD Rear-Seat Entertainment System (RSES)® // Wireless headphones // Two-prong AC power outlet

PREMIUM PACKAGE

Perforated leather-trimmed interior // Lexus Memory System to control power driver’s seat (manual twine), outside mirrors and steering wheel // Rear-armed storage compartment with cover // Power tilt-and-slide moonroof with one-touch open/close and sliding sunshade // Power-folding electrochromic rear-view mirror // Heated outside mirrors // Bucket seats (not available on RX FWD®) // Available Blind Spot Monitor™

COMFORT PACKAGE

Heated and ventilated front seats // Heated-intensity Disc Brake® headlamps with dynamic auto leveling and LED foglamps // Rain-sensing intelligent windshield wipers

LUXURY PACKAGE


SPORT APPEARANCE PACKAGE

FSPORT front bumper // FSPORT 19-inch split-five-spoke alloy wheels with Superchrome finish and 235/55VR19 all-season tires

WHEELS

18-in five-spoke alloy wheels // Standard RX / RXh

19-in split-five-spoke alloy wheels // Sport Appearance Package

270 HP // 295 TOTAL SYSTEM HP® // 0-60 IN 7.8 s** // 7.7 s** // 7.4 s**

FWD OR AWD

RX, RX F SPORT // RXh

6 SPEED // 8 SPEED // ECVT-i

FUEL ECONOMY, EPA-ESTIMATED RATINGS (CITY / HIGHWAY / COMBINED)

18 / 25 / 21 MPG // 18 / 24 / 20 MPG // 18 / 26 / 21 MPG

KEY SPECS

HEIGHr

66.7 IN (level road/avg.**)
67.7 IN (level road/avg.**)

WIDTH

74.2 IN

OVERALL LENGTH

187.8 IN

RX shown in Silver Lining Metallic // Options shown.

FWD STD. RX, RXh

AWD STD. RX F SPORT AVAIL. RX, RXh

RX AWD

RX F SPORT

RXh

RXh FWD

RXh AWD

For complete features, visit lexus.com/RX/specks

For complete list, visit lexus.com/RX/packages

For complete list of Genuine Lexus Accessories, visit lexus.com/RX/accessories

For more info, visit lexus.com/RX/wheels


INDIVIDUAL OPTIONS

For complete list, visit lexus.com/RX/options

...THE LEXUS RX CONTINUES TO REIGN SUPREME, OFFERING A COMBINATION OF QUALITY, LUXURY [AND] RELIABILITY...

-KELLEY BLUE BOOK'S KBB.COM, 2013

WARRANTY Four-year/50,000-mile Lexus Limited Warranty. Six-year/70,000-mile Powertrain Warranty. Eight-year/100,000-mile Hybrid System Warranty. Six-year/unlimited-mileage Corrosion Perforation Warranty. All warranties with zero deductible. See the RX Warranty and Services Guide at your Lexus dealer for details. DISCLOSURES 1. Based on EPA estimates for FWD RX 450h combined rating vs. Luxury hybrid competitors’ combined ratings. 2. 2015 RX 450h (FWD) EPA 32/28/30 city/hwy/combined mpg ratings. Actual mileage will vary. 3. Ratings achieved using the required premium unleaded gasoline with an octane rating of 91 or higher. If premium fuel is not used, performance will decrease. 4. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions. 5. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. 6. Always drive safely, obey traffic laws & focus on the road while driving. Sir® is available in Beta only on iPhone® 4S, iPhone® 5, iPad® with Retina® display, iPad® mini, & iPad® touch, 5th gen. & requires Internet access. Siri® is not available in all languages or all areas & features vary by area. Data charges may apply. See Apple.com & phone carrier for details. 7. 18- or 19-in performance tires are expected to experience greater tire wear than conventional tires. Tire life may be substantially less than 15,000 miles, depending upon driving conditions. 8. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Apps/services vary by phone/carrier; functionality depends on many factors. Select apps use large amounts of data; you are responsible for charges. Apps & services subject to change. See lexus.com for details. 9. Contact with the response center may not be available in all areas. Service Agreements required. A variety of subscription terms available; charges will vary. See lexus.com for details. 10. Mark Levinson® is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. 11. The SmartAccess system may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators. If you have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should deactivate this system. 12. The engine immobilizer is a state-of-the-art anti-theft system. When you insert your key into the ignition switch or bring a SmartAccess fob into the vehicle, the key transmits an electronic code to the vehicle. The engine will only start if the code in the transponder chip inside the key/fob matches the code in the vehicle’s immobilizer. Because the transponder chip is embedded in the key/fob, it can be costly to replace. If you lose a key or fob, your Lexus dealer can help. Alternatively, you can find a qualified independent locksmith to perform high-security key services by contacting your local Yellow Pages or by contacting www.aloa.org. 13. A single-disc DVD player is standard. Alternatively a dual DVD player or game system utilizing the center console’s video/audio inputs is required in order to use the split-screen function of the dual-screen system. 14. Headphones are for passenger use only. Do not use while operating vehicle. 15. Active front headrests can help reduce the extent of whiplash in certain types of rear-end collisions. 16. Based on manufacturers’ website data, 12/04/13. 17. All the airbag (AB) systems are Supplemental Restraint Systems. All ABs are designed to inflate only under certain conditions and in certain types of severe collisions: frontal and knee ABs typically inflate in frontal collisions; side and side curtain ABs in side collisions; Roll-Sensing Curtain ABs at a severe tilt degree, roll or lateral G-force. In all other accidents, the ABs will not inflate. To decrease the risk of injury from an inflating AB, always wear seatbelts, sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as possible and do not lean against the door. Do not put objects in front of an AB or around the seatback. Do not use a rearward-facing child seat in any front passenger seat. The force of an inflating AB may cause serious injury or death. See Owner’s Manual for further information/warnings. 18. The Pre-Collision System is designed to help reduce the crash speed and damage in certain frontal collisions only. It is not a collision-avoidance system and is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, driver input and road conditions. See Owner’s Manual for further information. 19. Do not rely exclusively on the Blind Spot Monitor. Always look over your shoulder and use your turn signal. There are limitations to the function, detection, range and clarity of the monitor. For a complete list of limitations and directions regarding use of the monitor, see Owner’s Manual. 20. The backup camera does not provide a comprehensive view of the rear area of the vehicle. You should also look around outside your vehicle and use your mirrors to confirm rearward clearance. Cold weather may limit effectiveness and view may become cloudy. 21. iPhone® and iPad® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. 22. iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. 23. Dynamic Radar Cruise Control is designed to assist the driver and is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving practices. See Owner’s Manual for details. 24. Availability & accuracy of the information provided by the Navigation System is dependent upon many factors. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Services and programming subject to change. Services not available in every city or roadway. Updates may be available at an additional cost from your dealer. See Navigation System Owner’s Manual for details. 25. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Lexus is under license. A compatible Bluetooth-enabled phone must first be paired. Phone performance depends on software, coverage & carrier. 26. SiriusXM® services require a subscription after 90-day trial period. Subscriptions governed by SiriusXM® Customer Agreement available at SiriusXM.com. If you decide to continue your SiriusXM® service at the end of your complimentary trial, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at then-current rates unless you call 1-866-635-2349 to cancel. Fees and programming subject to change. Available only to those at least 18 years of age in the 48 contiguous United States and D.C. 27. Accessory roof rack cross bars with rails not recommended for luggage. 28. Roof rack capacity is 165 lb (74 kg). See Owner’s Manual for details. 29. Performance figures are for comparison only and were obtained with prototype vehicles by professional drivers using special safety equipment and procedures. Do not attempt. 30. 2015 EPA-estimated ratings. Actual mileage will vary.


Lexus strives to build vehicles to match customer interest, and thus they typically are built with popular options and option packages. Not all options/packages are available separately, and some may not be available in all regions of the country. See lexus.com for information about options/packages commonly available in your area. If you would prefer a vehicle without any or with different options, contact your dealer to check for current availability or the possibility of placing a special order. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information available at time of printing, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.S.A. vehicles only. Some vehicles shown with available equipment. See your Lexus dealer for details. Lexus reminds you to wear seatbelts, secure children in rear seat, obey all traffic laws and drive responsibly. For more information, call 800-USA-LEXUS (872-5398) or visit lexus.com. To learn more about your financing options, contact your Lexus dealer or call Lexus Financial Services at 800-874-7050.